A Resonant Power Supply has been proposed to power Rapid Cycling Accelerator magnets. The Resonant Power Supply circuits were studied extensively [1,2], but were not optimized. Most designs assume equal choke and magnet inductance, however, the variation of inductance affects both performance and cost of the system. This paper optimizes the Resonant Power Supply Circuit by selecting the most feasible choke inductance. For this optimization, a computer model and an approximate design method were developed.
The Resonant Power Supply is economical and efficient to supply a Rapid Cycling Accelerator magnet system. The system concept was presented by Praeg [l]. An engineering design and system description was published by Karady at all [2]. The system design is based on the magnet data, which is the result of careful computer studies. The choke inductances in the previous studies were selected equal to the magnet inductance. This determines the currents and voltages of all other components, which defines the components rating. However, recent studies indicated that the selection of choke inductance is critical and its value has a significant effect on the system operation parameters and economics.
The objective of this paper is the optimization of the Resonant Power Supply circuit and the determination of the most feasible choke inductance value.
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The resonant power supply one line diagram is shown in Figure 1 . The required magnet current wave is shown in Figure 3 The circuit operation can be studied by an approximate analytical method, that neglects the resistances and assumes that the sum of the energy stored in the magnet and choke is constant during the flat-top and injection periods. The comparison of the approximate calculation with the results of computer analyses shows that the approximate calculation is sufficiently accurate for the system design. Even the losses and the required Take-up energy can be estimated by calculating the integral of the I R function at the end of the analyses. 
The variation of the choke current as a function of choke inductance is shown in Figure 4 . 
The choke current during reset is:
I-chr(t) = 0.5 [(I-ch-max + I-ch-min)
The total current is:
Ti, Ta, Tf, Tr marks the end of acceleration, flat-top and reset respectively.
Where:
The choke loss is:
Where: T is the repetition time
It is assumed that the L-ch/R-ch is constant, therefore the choke resistance is proportional with the k factor.
The losses in the thyristor, capacitor bank and ac system were also calculated. The variation of the total losses as a function of choke inductance is shown in Figure 7 . The figure shows that the system loss increases significantly with the increase of choke resistance. This is an important finding because the system loss determines the operation cost and affects the Make-up Power Supply and AC system rating. The system cost was calculated using manufacturers' quotations. The analysis of the data obtained is summarized in Table 1 .
The variation of total cost is shown in Figure 8 . It can be seen that the total cost function has a minimum at around k = 1.4 -1.8. The function changes rapidly, which suggests that the choke inductance should be between 1 -2 times the magnet inductance. . .
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The results indicate that the hardware cost decreases but the operation cost increases with the choke inductance, which explains the cost function minimum.
The hardware cost decreases at the beginning because of the reduction of component current. However, the later increase of Make-up Power Supply and AC system costs compensates for this reduction.
The increase of operation cost is due to rapid increase of the choke loss. During the short injection period the choke current reduced, but during the long flat-top period the choke current is increases with the increase of choke inductance. This in term increases the choke loss. 
